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Too much to read, the user might not care about 
what you want him to do 

The user should now who is providing the free 
service

Not everyone is using a Mac device... but hold on, 
they don't mean the MAC macintosh? What is MAC 
then? please explain 

The user should now why First bus is holding their 
information

The user should now what First bus is  doing with 
their information

The user needs to agree. Of course this is good.

Everything too small and compact. too much info 
shrunk. The only big thing is I comera's logo

Small call to action. Fingers are bigger than that 



How long does it take? I don't know how long the 
questionarre will last. No prediction

No need for required fields. Stars upset people and 
make them feel forced to do something.

No need for this phrase. When you inserted the e-
mail, you alrady agreed to hear from them? Just 
highlight the option, If you would rather not hear 
from them about news and special offers

It was already mentioned in the previous page

Small call to action. Fingers are bigger than that 



Good yellow highlight that assures user that he is 
writing in the right place

User wasting time looking for at “@” .com,  etc.

- Opmtizime keyboard suited for easy access to e-
mail writing 



If giving your e-mail information, why would you 
also give people the option to be contacted in other 
ways? 

People came here to get free wifi, not to be 
contacted by you by any means possible on earth



Let's connect



Ok, what more information do i need to insert? 
Could you please specify?

I thought all the required information was marked 
with * 



Not working

Not working



Okk.... Let's try them all

Sooner or later I'll check the right box, RIGHT?

Hopefully I will get the the free wifi before I reach 
my destination



Where is the field for phone numbers? `What is a post? can you log in by writing an article? 



Unfurtunately, just like thousands of people, I was 
not able to “connect”, 
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Thank you for reading my analysis


